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Introduction 

This report documents ADCP measurements in Faroese waters within the Nordic WOCE programme in the period 

1994 - 1997. The measurements were acquired at 7 standard mooring sites shown in Figure 1. The successful 

deployments are listed in Table 1. Each deployment is identified by an 8-character label where the first four 

characters indicate the site (Fig. 1) while the last characters show year and month of deployment. 
 

Figure 1. Standard ADCP mooring sites in Faroese waters superposed on a map with the bottom topography. Each site is indicated 
by a four-letter label. 

 

As indicated in Figure 1, two types of moorings have been used. At site NWNA and NWSA, “shallow-water” rigs 

were used where 150 kHz RDI Broadband ADCP’s were placed on the bottom inside protective steel frames. At the 

other sites, 75 kHz RDI Broadband ADCP’s were placed in the top of  single-point moorings (“deep-water” rigs). 

For each deployment the ADCP measures the velocity averaged over a number (21 - 26) of depth layers (“bins”) 

which were 25m for the deep-water rigs and 10m for the shallow-water rigs. At regular intervals (5 - 20 minutes) the 

ADCP records the data from all bins into “ensembles”. In these deployments, each ensemble is based only upon one 

ping. 

  

 

Quality control and calibration 

The data have been quality controlled by a standard procedure based upon consideration of ADCP performance 

(error velocity etc.) and data variation with time in relation to neighbouring bins (spikes). The editing has been done 

manually using an interactive graphical software package developed by the Faroese Fisheries Laboratory (FFL), 

based upon MATLAB. Generally, the series have been edited up to the level where about 50% of the observations 
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were found to be valid. Bins above this level have not been included. The steel frames protecting the shallow-water 

rigs influence the compass directions considerably. In these deployments, the compass has therefore been calibrated 

by parallel Aanderaa moorings deployed for short periods (hours) close to the ADCP sites. The details of these 

calibrations are documented in separate FFL Technical Reports No.: 97-01 and 98-01. 

 
 

Table 1. List of Nordic WOCE ADCP deployments in the period 1994-1997 with information on duration and range of valid data. The 
last column indicates for two deployments that one of the ADCP beams has been faulty and 3-beam computations have been used. 
The comment "Aanderaa" means that there was an Aanderaa current meter on the mooring. 

 

            Bottom  Int.                          Dur.   No                       

Deployment   depth  min.    Valid data period     days  bins  Depthrange  Comments 

 

NWFB9410      689     5   1994 10 24-1994 10 27     2    24    71- 646            

NWFB9511      813    15   1995 11 12-1996 05 25   195    26   150- 775            

NWFB9606      817    20   1996 06 15-1997 05 25   343    26   148- 773            

                                                                              

NWNA9601      302    15   1996 01 24-1996 05 26   123    21    87- 287            

NWNA9606      292    20   1996 06 16-1997 05 22   340    26    25- 275            

                                                                               

NWNB9410      962     5   1994 10 22-1995 02 17   118    23    74- 624            

                                                                               

NWNC9410     1730     5   1994 10 22-1995 02 17   118    22    61- 586    Aanderaa 

NWNC9606     1731    20   1996 06 16-1997 05 22   339    23    54- 604    Aanderaa 

                                                                               

NWSA9511      298    15   1995 11 10-1996 05 27   199    23    63- 283            

NWSA9606      295    20   1996 06 14-1997 05 23   343    26    28- 278            

                                                                               

NWSB9410      783     5   1994 10 23-1995 02 20   119    23   100- 650    3-beam 

NWSB9511      785    15   1995 11 10-1996 05 24   196    23   102- 652    3-beam 

                                                                               

NWSC9410     1063     5   1994 10 23-1995 02 20   119    22    99- 624    Aanderaa 

NWSC9511     1063    15   1995 11 10-1996 05 24   195    23    69- 619    Aanderaa 

NWSC9606     1066    20   1996 06 15-1997 05 23   342    23    66- 616    Aanderaa 

 

 

Report format 

For each deployment the report contains several pages, beginning with a page that has a drawing of the mooring and 

details of the deployment. For the shallow-water rigs, details of calibration deployments are also shown on this page. 

After that there is a page which for each bin lists the average speed (scalar average) and velocity magnitude and 

direction (vectorial average) as well as the fraction of “good” ensembles (in parts per thousand). On the next page 

there is a more detailed error statistics for the deployment which indicates also how many “long” (i.e. several 

consecutive ensembles) error gaps are for each bin. This is followed by a frequency distribution of speeds for each 

bin which lists the frequency (in parts per thousand) of speeds (scalar) exceeding specified values. Finally, there are 

2-3 pages listing tidal constituents for all deployments of sufficient duration. These pages contain 5 tables with data 

for the constituents M2, S2, N2, O1, and K1. Each table lists 

for each bin the amplitude and Greenwich phase lag for the 

east and north velocity components and lists also major and 

minor axes of the tidal ellipse for the constituent as well as 

its inclination (Fig. 2) and sense of rotation (cyclonic = C, 

anticyclonic = A). The tidal constants were computed by an 

adapted version of the Foreman FORTRAN package. 

 

 
Figure 2. Parameters of the tidal ellipse for a given constituent. The 
reference point for the Greenwich phase lag is always chosen to be 
above the east-west axis. 
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